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Abstract
Program slicing is a well-known technique that extracts from a
program those statements which are relevant to a particular crite-
rion. Whilestaticslicing does not consider any input data,dynamic
slices are computed from a particular program execution. Thus, dy-
namic slicers are usually easier to design and implement.

In this work, we present a program specialization technique
for lazy functional logic programming which is based on dynamic
slicing. Our method exploits the code size reduction capabilities
of slicing in order to produce a version of the original program
specialized w.r.t. a given criterion. We also introduce some simple,
post-processing transformations that allow us to further simplify
the specialized program. The kind of specialization performed by
our approach cannot be achieved with other related techniques like
partial evaluation.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsF.3.2 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages—operational
semantics

General Terms algorithms, performance

Keywords Lazy functional logic programming, dynamic slicing,
program specialization

1. Introduction
Program slicing, originally introduced by Weiser [22] in the context
of imperative programming, is a general method for extracting
the program sentences that potentially affect (or are affected by)
some criterion (e.g., a program point, a variable, a procedure, etc),
usually referred to as aslicing criterion. Program slices are often
computed from aprogram dependence graph[4, 11] that makes
explicit both the data and control dependences for each operation
in a program. Program dependences can be traversed backwards
and forwards—from the slicing criterion—giving rise to so-called
backwardandforward slices, respectively. Additionally, slices can
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be dynamicor static, depending on whether a concrete program’s
input is provided or not.

Program slicing was first proposed as a debugging technique
to allow a better understanding of the portion of code which re-
vealed an error. Since then, it has been successfully applied to a
wide variety of software engineering tasks, like program under-
standing, debugging, testing, differencing, specialization, merging,
etc. More detailed information on slicing for imperative programs
can be found in the surveys of Harman and Hierons [9] and Tip
[19]. Although it is not so popular in the declarative program-
ming community, several slicing techniques for declarative pro-
grams have also been developed during the last decade (see, e.g.,
[5, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21]).

Among them, [16] presents a specialization method forstrict
first-order functional programs based onstatic slicing. Basically,
given a programP and a projection functionπ, [16] extracts a
program that behaves likeπ(P ) (roughly, by symbolically pushing
π backwards through the body ofP ). For instance, this technique
can be used to extract a program slice for computing the number
of lines in a string from a more general program that returns a
tuple with both the number of lines and the number of characters of
the string; this is the example that illustrates the backward slicing
technique of Reps and Turnidge [16].

Our aim in this work is the definition of alightweightapproach
to program specialization forlazy functional logic programming
which is based on dynamic slicing. In contrast to [16], we consider
dynamic slicing as it is simpler and more accurate than static slic-
ing (i.e., it has been shown that dynamic slices can be considerably
smaller than static slices [10, 20]). A drawback of our approach is
that the computed slices are semantically equivalent to the original
program only w.r.t. the input data considered for slicing. However,
as we will see later, the results obtained by dynamic slicing are usu-
ally general enough to produce useful specializations. Furthermore,
one can also identify arepresentativeset of slicing criteria (with
different input data) and extract theunionof the corresponding dy-
namic slices. Similarly to [16], the kind of specialization performed
by our approach cannot be achieved with other related techniques
like partial evaluation.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we re-
call a simple lazy functional logic language. Section 3 formalizes
an instrumented semantics which also stores the location of each
reduced expression. Section 4 presents the main concepts involved
in our approach to program specialization based on dynamic slic-
ing. A complete example which illustrates our technique is shown
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes and points out several
directions for further research.



P ::= D1 . . . Dm

D ::= f(x1, . . . , xn) = e
e ::= x (variable)

| c(x1, . . . , xn) (constructor call)
| f(x1, . . . , xn) (function call)
| let x = e1 in e2 (let binding)
| e1 or e2 (disjunction)
| case x of {pn → en} (rigid case)
| fcase x of {pn → en} (flexible case)

p ::= c(x1, . . . , xn) (flat pattern)

Figure 1. Syntax for normalized flat programs

2. The Language
We considerflat programs [7] in this work, a convenient stan-
dard representation for functional logic programs which makes ex-
plicit the pattern matching strategy by the use of case expressions.
The flat representation constitutes the kernel of modern declara-
tive multi-paradigm languages like Curry [6, 8] and Toy [14]. In
addition, we assume that flat programs arenormalized, i.e.,let con-
structs are used to ensure that the arguments of functions and con-
structors are always variables. As in [12], this is essential to ex-
presssharingwithout the use of complex graph structures. A sim-
ple normalization algorithm can be found in [1]; basically, this al-
gorithm introduces one new let construct for each non-variable ar-
gument of a function or constructor call, e.g.,f(e) is transformed
into “let x = e in f(x).”

The syntax of normalized flat programs is shown in Fig. 1,
whereon denotes thesequence of objectso1, . . . , on. A programP
consists of a sequence of function definitionsD such that the left-
hand side has pairwise different variable arguments. The right-hand
side is an expressione ∈ Exp composed by variables (denoted
x, y, z, . . . ∈ X ), data constructors (denoteda, b, c, . . . ∈ C), func-
tion calls (denotedf, g, h, . . . ∈ F), let bindings where the local
variablex is only visible ine1 ande2, disjunctions (e.g., to repre-
sent set-valued functions), and case expressions. In general, a case
expression has the form:

(f )case x of {c1(xn1) → e1; . . . ; ck(xnk ) → ek}
where (f)case stands for eitherfcase or case, x is a variable,
c1, . . . , ck are different constructors, ande1, . . . , ek are expres-
sions. Thepattern variablesxni are locally introduced and bind
the corresponding variables of the subexpressionei. The difference
betweencase andfcase shows up when the argumentx evaluates to
a free variable:case suspends whereasfcase non-deterministically
binds this variable to the pattern in a branch of the case expression.

Extra variablesare those variables in a rule which do not oc-
cur in the left-hand side. They are intended to be instantiated by
flexible case expressions. We assume that each free variablex is
explicitly introduced by a let binding of the form “let x = x in e”.

3. Instrumented Semantics
In this section, we present an instrumented version of the small-
step operational semantics for lazy functional logic programs of [1]
that also computesprogram positions. This additional information
will become useful to identify the location, in the program, of each
reduced expression.

We distinguish two components in this semantics: the first com-
ponent (columnsHeap, Control, andStack) defines the standard
semantics introduced in [1]; the second component (columnPos) is
used to storeprogram positions, i.e., a list of pairs (function name,
position within this function) associated to the current expression

in the control. The semantics obeys the following naming conven-
tions:

Γ, ∆ ∈ Heap v ∈ Value ::= x | c(vn)

A heap is a partial mapping from variables to expressions. Each
mappingx 7→(g,w) e is also labeled with the program position
(g, w) of expressione (see below). Theempty heapis denoted by
[]. The value associated to variablex in heapΓ is denoted byΓ[x].
Γ[x 7→(g,w) e] denotes a heap withΓ[x] = e, i.e., we use this
notation either as a condition on a heapΓ or as a modification ofΓ.
In a heapΓ, a free variablex is represented by a circular binding
of the formΓ[x] = x. A stack(a list of variable names and case
alternatives where the empty stack is denoted by[]) is used to
represent the current context. Avalueis a constructor-rooted term
or a free variable (w.r.t. the associated heap).

Program positionsuniquely determine the location, in the pro-
gram, of each reduced expression. This notion is formalized as fol-
lows:

DEFINITION 3.1 (position, program position).
Positions are represented by a sequence of natural numbers, where
Λ denotes the empty sequence (i.e., the root position). They are used
to address subexpressions of an expression viewed as a tree:

e|Λ = e for all expressione
c(en)|i.w = ei|w if i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
f(en)|i.w = ei|w if i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
let x = e in e′|1.w = e|w
let x = e in e′|2.w = e′|w
e1 or e2|i.w = ei|w if i ∈ {1, 2}
(f )case e of {pn → en}|1.w = e|w
(f )case e of {pn → en}|2.i.w = ei|w if i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

A program position is a pair(g, w) that addresses the subexpres-
sion e|w in the right-hand side of the definition,g(xn) = e, of
functiong in P . Given a programP , we letPos(P ) denote the set
of all program positions inP .

Note that variables in a let construct or patterns in a case expression
are not addressed by program positions since they will not be con-
sidered in the slicing process. While other approaches to dynamic
slicing, e.g., [2], consider some form ofexplicit labeling for each
program expression, our program positions can be seen as a form
of implicit labeling.

The instrumented operational semantics is shown in Fig. 2. Two
extensions are necessary w.r.t. the standard operational semantics.
As mentioned before, we consider that each mappingx 7→(g,w) e in
the heap also contains the program position(g, w) of expressione.
On the other hand, we could add a new component,(g, w), to each
state〈Γ, e, S〉 of the standard semantics, so that(g, w) denotes the
program position of the current expressione in the control. How-
ever, this would not be appropriate from an implementation point
of view. As we will discuss later, our slicing tool is implemented
on top on an existing tracer based onredex trails[3]. In this model,
variablesare not stored in redex trails but we still need to collect
their program positions. Our solution consists in adding to each
state of the standard semantics alist of program positionsP so
that the program position in the head of listP denotes the pro-
gram position of the current expression in the control and, if the
tail of P is not empty, it also contains the program positions of
the (chain of) variables whose evaluation was required in order to
reach the current expression in the control. This approach, though
more complex, allows us to easily implement our slicer—and, thus,
the program specialization technique proposed in this paper—by
adding the list of program positions to the nodes of the redex trail.
Therefore, a configuration of the instrumented semantics is defined
as follows:



Rule Heap Control Stack Pos

varcons 〈 Γ[x 7→(g,w) t], x, S, P 〉 wheret is constructor-rooted
=⇒ 〈 Γ[x 7→(g,w) t], t, S, (g, w) : P 〉

varexp 〈 Γ[x 7→(g,w) e], x, S, P 〉 wheree is not constructor-rooted
=⇒ 〈 Γ[x 7→(g,w) e], e, x : S, (g, w) : P 〉 ande 6= x

val 〈 Γ, v, x : S, (g, w) : P 〉 wherev is a value
=⇒ 〈 Γ[x 7→(g,w) v], v, S, (g, w) : P 〉

fun 〈 Γ, f(xn), S, P 〉 wheref(yn) = e ∈ P
=⇒ 〈 Γ, ρ(e), S, [(f, Λ)] 〉 andρ = {yn 7→ xn}

let 〈 Γ, let x = e1 in e2, S, P 〉 whereρ = {x 7→ y}, y is fresh,
=⇒ 〈 Γ[y 7→(g,w.1) ρ(e1)], ρ(e2), S, [(g, w.2)] 〉 andP = (g, w) : P ′

or 〈 Γ, e1 or e2, S, P 〉 wherei ∈ {1, 2}
=⇒ 〈 Γ, ei, S, [(g, w.i)] 〉 andP = (g, w) : P ′

case 〈 Γ, (f )case x of {pk → ek}, S, P 〉 whereP = (g, w) : P ′

=⇒ 〈 Γ, x, ((f){pk → ek},P) : S, [(g, w.1)] 〉
select 〈 Γ, c(yn), ((f){pk → ek},P) : S, P ′′ 〉 wherei ∈ {1, . . . k}, pi = c(xn),

=⇒ 〈 Γ, ρ(ei), S, [(g, w.2.i)] 〉 ρ = {xn 7→ yn}, andP = (g, w) : P ′

guess 〈 Γ[y 7→(h,w′) y], y, (f{pk → ek},P) : S, P ′′ 〉 wherei ∈ {1, . . . k}, pi = c(xn),
=⇒ 〈 Γ[y 7→( , ) ρ(pi), ρ(ei), S, [(g, w.2.i)] 〉 ρ = {xn 7→ yn}, yn are fresh

yn 7→( , ) yn], variables, andP = (g, w) : P ′

Figure 2. Small-step instrumented semantics

DEFINITION 3.2 (configuration).
A configuration of the semantics is a tuple〈Γ, e, S,P〉 whereΓ ∈
Heap is the current heap,e ∈ Exp is the expression to be evaluated
(called the control),S is the stack, andP denotes a list of program
positions.

A brief explanation for each rule of the extended semantics follows:
(varcons) It is used to evaluate a variablex which is bound to

a constructor-rooted termt in the heap. Trivially, it returnst as a
result of the evaluation. In this rule, we update the list of program
positions to(g, w) : P, i.e., the program position of the expression
in the control followed by the program positions of all variables (if
any) whose evaluation was demanded for computing it (see below).

(varexp andval) In order to evaluate a variablex that is bound
to an expressione—which is not a value—rulevarexp starts a sub-
computation fore and adds variablex to the stack. As in rulevar-
cons, the derived configuration is updated with the program posi-
tion of the expression in the heap. Once a value is eventually com-
puted, ruleval updates the value ofx in the heap. The associated
program position for the binding is then updated with the program
position (g, w) of the computed value. Consider, e.g., a configu-
ration with heapΓ = [x 7→(g′,w′) y, y 7→(g,w) (s : ss)], control
x, and program positionsP. Then rulesvarexp andvarcons apply,
in this order, so that the list of program positions in the derived
configuration is(g, w) : (g′, w′) : P.

(fun) This rule performs a simple unfolding; we assume that
the considered programP is a global parameter of the calculus.
Trivially, the program position is reset to[(f, Λ)] since the control
of the derived configuration is the complete right-hand side of
functionf .

(let) In order to reduce a let construct, this rule adds the binding
to the heap and proceeds with the evaluation of the expression.
The local variable is renamed with a fresh name to avoid variable
name clashes. The binding(x 7→(g,w.1) e1) introduced in the heap
is labeled with the program position ofe1. This is necessary to
recover the program position of the binding in rulesvarcons and
varexp. The program position in the new configuration is reset to
[(g, w.2)] in order to address the expressione2 of the let construct.

(or) This rulenon-deterministicallyevaluates a disjunction by
either evaluating the first or the second argument. Clearly, the

associated list of program positions in the derived configuration is
[(g, w.i)] wherei ∈ {1, 2} refers to the selected disjunct.

(case, select, andguess) Rule case initiates the evaluation of
a case expression by evaluating the case argument and pushing
the alternatives(f){pk → ek} (together with the current list of
program positions) on top of the stack. If a constructor-rooted term
is produced, ruleselect is used to select the appropriate branch and
continue with the evaluation of this branch. If a free variable is
produced and the case expression on the stack is flexible (i.e., of
the formf{pk → ek}), rule guess non-deterministically chooses
one alternative and continues with the evaluation of this branch;
moreover, the heap is updated with the binding of the free variable
to the corresponding pattern. In both rules,select andguess, the
list of program positions of the case expression (stored in the stack
by rule case) is used to properly set the program position of the
derived configuration.

Trivially, the instrumented semantics is a conservative extension
of the original small-step semantics of [1], since the last column of
the calculus impose no restriction on the application of the standard
component of the semantics (columnsHeap, Control, andStack).

In order to perform computations, we construct aninitial con-
figurationand (non-deterministically) apply the rules of Fig. 2 until
afinal configurationis reached.

DEFINITION 3.3 (initial configuration).
An initial configuration has the form〈[], main, [], []〉, where
main is a distinguished function (with no arguments) that is used
to start the computation.

DEFINITION 3.4 (final configuration).
A final configuration has the form:〈∆, v, [],P〉, wherev is a
value,∆ is a heap containing the computed bindings, andP is
a list of program positions.

We denote by=⇒∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of=⇒. A
derivationC =⇒∗ C′ is completeif C′ is a final configuration.

The reason why we need to store a list of positions instead
of a single one, can be better explained by means of a simple
example. Consider the following program where the distinguished
functionmain calls to the functionf, and this function just passes
its argument to another functiong.



main = let x=1 in f x

f x = g x

g x = x

The execution of this programs with our semantics yields the
following configurations:

〈[], main, [], []〉
=⇒ 〈[], let x=1 in f x, [], [(main,Λ)]〉 (fun)
=⇒ 〈[y 7→(main,1) 1], f y, [], [(main,2)]〉 (let)
=⇒ 〈[y 7→(main,1) 1], g y, [], [(f,Λ)]〉 (fun)
=⇒ 〈[y 7→(main,1) 1], y, [], [(g,Λ)]〉 (fun)
=⇒ 〈[y 7→(main,1) 1], 1, [], [(main,1),(g,Λ)]〉 (varcons)

Note here that a list of positions is needed to express the fact that
the value in the control of the semantics is related to both(main,1)
and(g,Λ).

4. Program Specialization
In this section, we introduce our technique to perform program
specialization via the computation of executable dynamic slices.
Following [15], a dynamic slice is originally defined as a set of
program positions:

DEFINITION 4.1 (dynamic slice).LetP be a program. A dynamic
slice for P is a setW of program positions such thatW ⊆
Pos(P ).

Although we are interested in computing executable slices, the
above notion of slice is still useful in order to easily compute
the differences between several slices—i.e., the intersection of
the corresponding program positions—as well as the merging of
slices—i.e., the union of the corresponding program positions.

In order to keep the technical developments simple, we intro-
duce in this work a restricted notion of slicing criterion. A more
flexible definition can be found in [15].

DEFINITION 4.2 (slicing criterion).A slicing criterion is given by
a slicing patternπ that denotes the interesting parts of the pro-
gram’s output (i.e., of the evaluation of a distinguished function
main).

The domainPat of slicing patterns is defined as follows:

π ∈ Pat ::= ⊥ | > | c(π1, . . . , πk)

where c ∈ C is a constructor symbol,k ≥ 0, ⊥ denotes a
subexpression of the value whose computation is not relevant and
> a subexpression which is relevant.

Roughly speaking, a dynamic slice should contain the program
positions in those configurations of a derivation that ends with the
computation of a value whichmatchesthe slicing criterion. We now
formally define the auxiliary functionmatch:

DEFINITION 4.3 (match). Let v be a value (a constructor-rooted
term or a free variable) andπ a slicing pattern. Then, function
match(v, π) is defined as follows:

match(v, π) =


{ } if v ∈ X andπ = >
{(xn,>)} if v = c(xn) andπ = >
{(xn, πn)} if v = c(xn) andπ = c(πn)
Fail otherwise

According to the instrumented semantics of Fig. 2, not all expres-
sions in the control of a configuration start a new list of program
positions. The following definition, adapted from [3] to include
program positions, introduces the notion ofrelevant configuration,

formalizing when a configuration contains an expression that ini-
tializes a list of program positions.

DEFINITION 4.4 (relevant configuration).
A configuration〈Γ, e, S,P〉 is relevant iff one of the following
conditions hold:

• e is a value (according toΓ, i.e., a constructor call or a variable
x with Γ[x] = x) and the stackS is not headed by a variable,
or

• e is a function call, a let expression, a disjunction, or a case
expression.

Given a derivationD : (C0 =⇒∗ Cn),Rel(D) denotes the set of
relevant configurations inD.

Now, we can already identify those configurations whichcontribute
to the dynamic slice:

DEFINITION 4.5 (contributing configurations).
Let P be a program andπ be a slicing criterion. The set of con-
tributing configurations for P w.r.t. π is given by
Con(P, 〈[], main, [], []〉, π), where auxiliary functionCon is de-
fined as follows:

Con(P, C, π) = Rel(D) ∪
⋃

i∈{1,...,n}

Con(P, Ci, πi)

whereD = (C =⇒∗ C′) is a complete derivation inP , C′ =

〈Γ, v, [],P〉, match(v, π) = {(xn, πn)} 6= Fail , and Ci =
〈Γ, xi, [], []〉 for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Note that in Def. 4.5 new subcomputations are started for each
argument of the slicing criteria. A dynamic slice can easily be
obtained from the set of contributing configurations as follows:

DEFINITION 4.6 (dynamic slice).
LetP be a program andπ be a slicing criterion. The dynamic slice
of P w.r.t.π, Slice(P, π), is defined as the set of program positions

{ (g, w) | 〈Γ, e, S,P〉 ∈ Con(P, 〈[], main, [], []〉, π)
and(g, w) belongs to listP }

As mentioned before, the notion of dynamic slice as a set of pro-
gram positions is not enough for program specialization. Therefore,
we introduce a method to extract anexecutableprogram slice from
the computed program positions.

DEFINITION 4.7 (executable slice).Let P be a program andπ a
slicing criterion. The associated executable slice,ESlice(P, π), is
obtained as follows:

ESlice(P, π) =

{f(xn) = [[e]]ΛQ | (f, Λ) ∈ Slice(P, π) and
Q = {p | (f, p) ∈ Slice(P, π)} }

where[[e]]pQ = ? if p 6∈ Q and, otherwise (i.e.,p ∈ Q), it is defined
inductively as follows:

[[x]]pQ = x

[[ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)]]pQ = ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

[[let x = e′ in e]]pQ = let x = [[e′]]p.1
Q in [[e]]p.2

Q

[[e1 or e2]]
p
Q = [[e1]]

p.1
Q or [[e2]]

p.2
Q

[[(f)case x of {pk → ek}]]pQ = (f)case x of {pk → [[ek]]p.2.k
Q }

whereϕ ∈ (C ∪ F) is either a constructor or a defined function
symbol.

The slice computed in this way would be trivially executable by
considering “?” as a fresh 0-ary constructor symbol (since it is not



used in the considered computation). However, from an implemen-
tation point of view, this is not a good decision since we should
also extend all program types in order to include “?”. Fortunately,
in our functionallogic setting, there is a simpler solution: we con-
sider “?” as a fresh free variable (i.e., like the anonymous variable
of Prolog). This is very easy to implement in Curry by just adding
a local declaration to each function with some fresh variables. For
instance,

lineCharCount str = lcc str ? Z

is replaced by

lineCharCount str = let x = x in lcc str x Z

Moreover, there are several post-processing simplifications that can
easily be added in order to reduce the program size and improve its
readability:

(let simplification)

let x = ? in e =⇒ ρ(e) whereρ = {x 7→ ?}

(or simplification)

e1 or e2 =⇒ e1 if e2 = ?
e1 or e2 =⇒ e2 if e1 = ?

(case simplification)

(f)case x of {pk → ek} =⇒ (f)case x of {p′m → e′m}

where{p′m → e′m} = {pi → ei | ei 6= ?, i = 1, . . . , k}
(argument deletion)

if a function or constructor is always called with? at some
argument position, these arguments can be deleted from the
program.

Now, the specialization process should be clear:

1. First, the user introduces a functionmain in the source program
P which identifies the desired computation.

2. Then, the user also provides the slicing criterionπ that deter-
mines the part of the output of functionmain that she is inter-
ested in.

3. Now, an executable slice,ESlice(P, π) is built.

4. Finally, some post-processing simplifications are performed in
order to further reduce the computed slice.

It is worthwhile to note that our specialized programsare notmore
efficient than the original programs. In contrast topartial evalua-
tion (which aims at improving program performance), our goal is
to obtain a program which is specialized to produce onlypart of
the results of the original program. The next section illustrates how
our specialization technique proceeds.

5. The Method in Practice
In this section, we present an example that illustrates the kind of
specialization that can be achieved with our method.

Similarly to Reps and Turnidge [16], we use an example in-
spired by a functional version of the well-known Unix word-count
utility, and specialize it toonly count characters. Consider the fol-
lowing program:1

data Nat = Z | S Nat
data Letter = A | B | CR
data Pairs = Pair Nat Nat

1 For readability, we omit some of the brackets and write function applica-
tions as in Curry. Furthermore, we consider programs that are not normal-
ized for clarity.

data String = Nil | Cons Letter String

printLineCount (Pair x _) = printNat x
printCharCount (Pair _ x) = printNat x

printNat x = fcase x of
{Z -> 0;

(S m) -> let n = printNat m
in 1 + n}

lineCharCount str = lcc str Z Z

lcc str lc cc = fcase str of
{[] -> Pair lc cc;
(s:ss) -> ite (eq s CR)

(lcc ss (S lc) (S cc))
(lcc ss lc (S cc))}

ite x y z = fcase x of {True -> y; False -> z}

eq x y = fcase x of
{ A -> fcase y of { A -> True;

B -> False;
CR -> False };

B -> fcase y of { A -> False;
B -> True;
CR -> False };

CR -> fcase y of { A -> False;
B -> False;
CR -> True } }

As it is common practice in functional languages, we use “[]” and
“:” as a shorthand forNil andCons. Observe that we consider a
maximally simplified alphabet for simplicity.

This program includes a functionlineCharCount to count the
number of lines and characters in a string (by using two accumula-
tors,lc andcc, to build up the line and character counts as it travels
down the stringstr). Functionite is a simple conditional while
eq is an equality test on letters. FunctionsprintLineCount and
printCharCount convert numbers in Peano’s notation to natural
numbers by means of the functionprintNat.

For example, the execution of “lineCharCount [A, A, B, CR]”
returns the following result:

Pair (S Z) (S (S (S (S Z))))

whilst the execution of

printCharCount (Pair (S Z) (S (S (S (S Z)))))

returns4. For the sake of readability, we are representing strings
as lists of numbers without thelets needed to build such lists,
according to our flat language.

Now, our aim is the specialization of this program in order to
extract those statements which are needed to compute onlythe
number of charactersin a string. For this, we add for instance the
following definition ofmain to the original program:

main = let lc = lineCharCount [A,A,B,CR]
in printCharCount lc

Then, we compute an executable slice w.r.t. the slicing criterion
“Pair⊥>”, in order to discard the computations associated to the
first argument ofPair. The computed slice is as follows:

main = let lc = lineCharCount [A,A,B,CR]
in printCharCount lc

printCharCount (Pair _ x) = printNat x



printNat x = fcase x of
{Z -> 0;

(S m) -> let n = printNat m
in 1 + n}

lineCharCount str = lcc str ? Z

lcc str lc cc = fcase str of
{[] -> Pair ? cc;
(s:ss) -> ite (eq s CR)

(lcc ss ? (S cc))
(lcc ss ? (S cc)) }

ite x y z = fcase x of {True -> y; False -> z}

eq x y = fcase x of
{ A -> fcase y of { A -> ? ;

B -> ? ;
CR -> False };

B -> fcase y of { A -> ? ;
B -> ? ;
CR -> False };

CR -> fcase y of { A -> ? ;
B -> ? ;
CR -> True } }

Note that we use here “?” instead of “let x = x in” for a better
understanding. Finally, by applying the post-processing simplifica-
tions shown above, we get the following program:

main = let lc = lineCharCount [A,A,B,CR]
in printCharCount lc

printCharCount (Pair x) = printNat x

printNat x = fcase x of
{Z -> 0;

(S m) -> let n = printNat m
in 1 + n}

lineCharCount str = lcc str Z

lcc str cc = fcase str of
{[] -> Pair cc;
(s:ss) -> ite (eq s CR)

(lcc ss (S cc))
(lcc ss (S cc)) }

ite x y z = fcase x of {True -> y; False -> z}

eq x y = fcase x of
{ A -> fcase y of { CR -> False };

B -> fcase y of { CR -> False };
CR -> fcase y of { CR -> True } }

As can be seen, despite the fact that we have produced ady-
namicslice for a particular computation, the specialized function
lineCharCount can still be used to count the number of charac-
ters in any arbitrary string.

Clearly, there are cases in which computing a dynamic slice
gives a too restricted specialized program. In these cases, the user
can provide arepresentativeset of slicing criteria—covering all the
interesting computations—so that the executable slice is produced
from the union of the associated dynamic slices (i.e., sets of pro-
gram positions).

5.1 Implementation Issues

An implementation of this specialization technique has been un-
dertaken by extending an existing slicing tool for Curry programs
[15].

Rather than starting from scratch, the technique of [15] relies on
a slight extension of redex trails. Basically, they extend the redex
trail model of [3] in order to also store thelocation, in the program,
of each reduced expression. A dynamic slice is then computed by
first gathering the set of nodes, in the redex trail, which arereach-
able from the slicing criterion and, then, by deleting (or hiding)
those expressions of the original program whose location does not
appear in the set of collected nodes. Basically, a dynamic slice is
given by a set of program positions which are used to highlight
the parts of the source program that belong to the slice (which is
appropriate for debugging).

Now, the implemented slicer has been extended in order to
produce anexecutable slicerather than a set of program positions.
Then, the application of the post-processing simplifications will
produce the desired specialized program.

6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have presented a lightweight approach to the
specialization of lazy functional logic programs which is based
on dynamic slicing. Our method obtains a kind of specialization
that cannot be achieved with other related techniques like partial
evaluation.

This work can be seen as an extension of the dynamic slicing
technique of [15]. The main contributions of our work, in compari-
son to [15], are the following: first, we have introduced a simplified
notion of dynamic slicing (the construction in [15] is much more
complex since they consider a generic notion of slicing criterion);
we have introduced an appropriate definition ofexecutableslice
([15] only considered sets of program positions as slices); we have
identified several post-processing simplifications that can be used
to further reduce the size of these executable slices; and, finally, we
have illustrated the use of dynamic slicing for program specializa-
tion through a representative example.

As a future work, we plan to extend the current method in or-
der to perform more aggressive simplifications. Another promising
topic for future work is the definition of a program specialization
technique based onstatic slicing rather than ondynamicslicing.
In particular, it would be interesting to establish the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach.
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